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It was more hardball than softball Thursday night when Richmond Mayor Dwight C. Jones took questions on his proposal for a Shockoe 
Bottom baseball stadium at one of the first of many public forums scheduled throughout the city.

At a lightly attended town hall meeting hosted by 7th District City Councilwoman Cynthia I. Newbille, the mayor repeated his development 
pitch, which has major implications for both the Bottom and the Boulevard, saying Richmond is facing a "defining moment" that could 
"permanently transform the city."

But when it came time for the attendees to speak, the mayor found more foes than friends.

"I'm really frustrated with this all-or-nothing baloney," said Jean Wight, a longtime opponent of the idea of putting a baseball stadium in the 
Bottom, referring to the administration's contention that the stadium is inextricably tied to the other elements of the Shockoe plan, such as 
a black-history site, a hotel, a grocery store, 750 new apartments and floodplain infrastructure improvements.

"Mr. Mayor, you said that you were going to consult with the community before you made your decision, but as far as I know that never 
happened," said University of Richmond economics professor Jonathan Wight.

"We're asking for your input

now," Jones said.

A little more than 30 people attended the meeting at George Mason Elementary School in Church Hill, a turnout several people noted as 
light given the significance of the topic. Fewer than 10 attendees spoke, but most were in opposition.

In his opening presentation, Jones again characterized his plan as a unique opportunity to address several pressing issues while 
transforming two key areas of the city, saying the development would serve as a catalyst for a historical site to memorialize the Bottom's 
slave-trading past, turn an underused part of Shockoe into productive real estate through flood mitigation measures, and clear the way for 
development of more than 60 acres on the Boulevard.

The plan, which would involve up to $200 million in public and private investment, would have a public cost of $79.6 million, which 
includes $48.8 million to build a stadium for the Richmond Flying Squirrels and extensive utility improvements to address flooding. City 
officials have said that the Shockoe project could basically pay for itself through new revenue.

On Thursday, the mayor again stressed that the Shockoe ballpark option would generate up to $187 million in new net revenue for the 
city over 20 years, which he said could be used for priorities such as schools and sidewalks.

"This is the money that will keep us from having to raise real estate taxes," Jones said.

He also said Richmonders need to "look forward and not look back."

"We know what we're up against," Jones said. "We're up against old ways of thinking."

The mayor showed some frustration during a back-and-forth with community activist and former mayoral candidate Rick Tatnall, who 
called attention to a traffic study that he said relied on old, incomplete data.

Tatnall added that city officials have indicated they would only conduct a more in-depth study once they have council approval for the 
project due to cost reasons. He pressed the mayor on what would happen if the subsequent study showed that Shockoe infrastructure 
couldn't handle the ballpark development.

"Would you stop?" Tatnall asked.

When Jones started to answer that every indication is that the traffic could be handled, Tatnall spoke out again to insist on a direct 
response.

"Do you want me to answer?" Jones replied. "It does not appear at this point that we would have to stop the project."

Jones had one strong supporter in Roderyck Bullock, who said he was "very grateful" for the mayor's efforts in bringing the plan forward.
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"I think it's going to produce for everyone in the community," Bullock said.

In his presentation, the mayor characterized the plan as a way to fight the city's 26 percent poverty rate by bringing money into the city 
and expanding the tax base.

In an interview after the meeting, Jones said that there are many ways to look at addressing poverty, but ultimately, it costs money to 
change quality of life.

"For a city like Richmond that does not have the opportunity to annex ... we have to really be very guarded and good stewards over the 
very few opportunities that we have for development," Jones said.

When asked for a response to how the meeting went, Jones said his administration's job is to "get out and hear both sides of the story."

"There are people who are going to be negative. But there are also many, many people who are very positive about it," Jones said. "And 
oftentimes at a meeting, you don't get the silent acceptance of individuals who are for it. But I heard what people said tonight, and it's 
something that we certainly will take into consideration."

Newbille didn't offer an opinion on the stadium proposal, but she stressed that there are many more town hall meetings scheduled to 
allow for her and her colleagues to hear public input.

The council is expected to make a decision on the issue in the first quarter of 2014.
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